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THE 1948 ETHNIC CLEANSING

OF PALESTINE

ILAN PAPP´E

This article, excerpted and adapted from the early chapters of a new

book, emphasizes the systematic preparations that laid the ground for

the expulsion of more than 750,000 Palestinians from what became

Israel in 1948. While sketching the context and diplomatic and political developments of the period, the article highlights in particular a

multi-year “Village Files” project (1940–47) involving the systematic

compilation of maps and intelligence for each Arab village and the

elaboration—under the direction of an inner “caucus” of fewer than a

dozen men led by David Ben-Gurion—of a series of military plans culminating in Plan Dalet, according to which the 1948 war was fought.

The article ends with a statement of one of the author’s underlying

goals in writing the book: to make the case for a paradigm of ethnic

cleansing to replace the paradigm of war as the basis for the scholarly

research of, and the public debate about, 1948.

ON A COLD WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, 10 March 1948, a group of eleven men, veteran Zionist leaders together with young military Jewish officers, put the final

touches on a plan for the ethnic cleansing of Palestine.1 That same evening,

military orders were dispatched to units on the ground to prepare for the systematic expulsion of Palestinians from vast areas of the country.2 The orders

came with a detailed description of the methods to be used to forcibly evict

the people: large-scale intimidation; laying siege to and bombarding villages

and population centers; setting fire to homes, properties, and goods; expelling

residents; demolishing homes; and, finally, planting mines in the rubble to prevent the expelled inhabitants from returning. Each unit was issued its own

list of villages and neighborhoods to target in keeping with the master plan.

Code-named Plan D (Dalet in Hebrew), this was the fourth and final version

of vaguer plans outlining the fate that was in store for the native population

of Palestine.3 The previous three plans had articulated only obscurely how the

Zionist leadership intended to deal with the presence of so many Palestinians

on the land the Jewish national movement wanted for itself. This fourth and
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last blueprint spelled it out clearly and unambiguously: the Palestinians had to

go.

The plan, which covered both the rural and urban areas of Palestine, was the

inevitable result both of Zionism’s ideological drive for an exclusively Jewish

presence in Palestine and a response to developments on the ground following

the British decision in February 1947 to end its Mandate over the country and

turn the problem over to the United Nations. Clashes with local Palestinian

militias, especially after the UN partition resolution of November 1947, provided the perfect context and pretext for implementing the ideological vision

of an ethnically cleansed Palestine.

Once the plan was finalized, it took six months to complete the mission.

When it was over, more than half of Palestine’s native population, over 750,000

people, had been uprooted, 531 villages had been destroyed, and 11 urban

neighborhoods had been emptied of their inhabitants. The plan decided upon

on 10 March 1948, and above all its systematic implementation in the following

months, was a clear case of what is now known as an ethnic cleansing operation.



DEFINING ETHNIC CLEANSING

Ethnic cleansing today is designated by international law as a crime against

humanity, and those who perpetrate it are subject to adjudication: a special international tribunal has been set up in The Hague to prosecute those accused

of ethnic cleansing in the former Yugoslavia, and a similar court was established in Arusha, Tanzania, to deal with the Rwanda case. The roots of ethnic

cleansing are ancient, to be sure, and it has been practiced from biblical times

to the modern age, including at the height of colonialism and in World War

II by the Nazis and their allies. But it was especially the events in the former

Yugoslavia that gave rise to efforts to define the concept and that continue to

serve as the prototype of ethnic cleansing. For example, in its special report

on ethnic cleansing in Kosovo, the U.S. State Department defines the term as

“the systematic and forced removal of the members of an ethnic group from

communities in order to change the ethnic composition of a given region.”

The report goes on to document numerous cases, including the depopulation

within twenty-four hours of the western Kosovar town of Pec in spring 1999,

which could only have been achieved through advanced planning followed

by systematic execution.3 Earlier, a congressional report prepared in August

1992 for the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee had described the “process of population transfers aimed at removing the non-Serbian population

from large areas of Bosnia-Hercegovina,” noting that the campaign had “substantially achieved its goals: an exclusively Serb-inhabited region . . . created by

forcibly expelling the Muslim populations that had been the overwhelming majority.” According to this report, the two main elements of ethnic cleansing are,

first, “the deliberate use of artillery and snipers against the civilian populations

of the big cities,” and second, “the forced movement of civilian populations

[entailing] the systematic destruction of homes, the looting of personal
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property, beatings, selective and random killings, and massacres.”4 Similar descriptions are found in the UN Council for Human Rights (UNCHR) report of

1993, which was prepared in follow-up to a UN Security Council Resolution of

April 1993 that reaffirmed “its condemnation of all violations of international

humanitarian law, in particular the practice of ‘ethnic cleansing.’ ” Showing how

a state’s desire to impose a single ethnic rule on a mixed area links up to acts

of expulsion and violence, the report describes the unfolding ethnic cleansing

process where men are separated from women and detained, where resistance

leads to massacres, and where villages are blown up, with the remaining houses

subsequently repopulated with another ethnic group.5

In addition to the United States and the UN, academics, too, have used the

former Yugoslavia as the starting point for their studies of the phenomenon.

Drazen Petrovic has published one of the most comprehensive studies of ethnic

cleansing, which he describes as “a well-defined policy of a particular group of

persons to systematically eliminate another group from a given territory on the

basis of religious, ethnic or national origin. Such a policy involves violence and

is very often connected with military operations.”6 Petrovic associates ethnic

cleansing with nationalism, the creation of new nation-states, and national

struggle, noting the close connection between politicians and the army in the

perpetration of the crime: the political leadership delegates the implementation

of the ethnic cleansing to the military level, and although it does not furnish

systematic plans or provide explicit instructions, there is no doubt as to the

overall objective.

These descriptions almost exactly mirror what happened in Palestine in

1948: Plan D constitutes a veritable repertoire of the cleansing methods described in the various reports on Yugoslavia, setting the background for the

massacres that accompanied the expulsions. Indeed, it seems to me that had

we never heard about the events in the former Yugoslavia of the 1990s and

were aware only of the Palestine case, we would be forgiven for thinking that

the Nakba had been the inspiration for the descriptions and definitions above,

almost to the last detail.

Yet when it comes to the dispossession by Israel of the Palestinians in 1948,

there is a deep chasm between the reality and the representation. This is most

bewildering, and it is difficult to understand how events perpetrated in modern

times and witnessed by foreign reporters and UN observers could be systematically denied, not even recognized as historical fact, let alone acknowledged as

a crime that needs to be confronted, politically as well as morally. Nonetheless,

there is no doubt that the ethnic cleansing of 1948, the most formative event in

the modern history of the land of Palestine, has been almost entirely eradicated

from the collective global memory and erased from the world’s conscience.



SETTING THE STAGE

When even a measure of Israeli responsibility for the disappearance of half

the Arab population of Palestine is acknowledged (the official government
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version continues to reject any responsibility whatsoever, insisting that the local

population left “voluntarily”), the standard explanation is that their flight was an

unfortunate but unavoidable by-product of war. But what happened in Palestine

was by no means an unintended consequence, a fortuitous occurrence, or even

a “miracle,” as Israel’s first president Chaim Weitzmann later proclaimed. Rather,

it was the result of long and meticulous planning.

The potential for a future Jewish takeover of the country and the expulsion of the indigenous Palestinian people had been present in the writings of

the founding fathers of Zionism, as scholars later discovered. But it was not

until the late 1930s, two decades after Britain’s 1917 promise to turn Palestine into a national home for the Jews (a pledge that became enshrined in

Britain’s Mandate over Palestine in 1923), that Zionist leaders began to translate their abstract vision of Jewish exclusivity into more concrete plans. New

vistas were opened in 1937 when the British Royal Peel Commission7 recommended partitioning Palestine into two states. Though the territory earmarked

for the Jewish state fell far short of Zionist ambitions, the leadership responded

favorably, aware of the signal importance of official recognition of the principle of Jewish statehood on even part of Palestine. Several years later, in 1942,

a more maximalist strategy was adopted when the Zionist leader David BenGurion, in a meeting at the Biltmore Hotel in New York, put demands on the

table for a Jewish commonwealth over the whole of Mandatory Palestine.8

Thus, the geographical space coveted by the movement changed according

to circumstances and opportunities, but the principal objective remained the

same: the creation in Palestine of a purely Jewish state, both as a safe haven for

Jews and as the cradle of a new Jewish nationalism. And this state had to be

exclusively Jewish not only in its sociopolitical structure but also in its ethnic

composition.

That the top leaders were well aware of the implications of this exclusivity

was clear in their internal debates, diaries, and private correspondence. BenGurion, for example, wrote in a letter to his son in 1937, “The Arabs will have

to go, but one needs an opportune moment for making it happen, such as a

war.”9 Unlike most of his colleagues in the Zionist leadership, who still hoped

that by purchasing a piece of land here and a few houses there they would be

able to realize their objective on the ground, Ben-Gurion had long understood

that this would never be enough. He recognized early on that the Jewish state

could be won only by force but that it was necessary to bide one’s time until the

opportune moment arrived for dealing militarily with the demographic reality

on the ground: the presence of a non-Jewish native majority.

The Zionist movement, led by Ben-Gurion, wasted no time in preparing

for the eventuality of taking the land by force if it were not granted through

diplomacy. These preparations included the building of an efficient military

organization and the search for more ample financial resources (for which they

tapped into the Jewish Diaspora). In many ways, the creation of an embryonic

diplomatic corps was also an integral part of the same general preparations

aimed at creating by force a state in Palestine.
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The principal paramilitary organization of the Jewish community in Palestine

had been established in 1920 primarily to defend the Jewish colonies being

implanted among Palestinian villages. Sympathetic British officers, however,

helped transform it into the military force that eventually was able to implement plans for the Zionist military takeover of Palestine and the ethnic cleansing

of its native population. One officer in particular, Orde Wingate, was responsible for this transformation. It was he who made the Zionist leaders realize more

fully that the idea of Jewish statehood had to be closely associated with militarism and an army, not only to protect the growing number of Jewish colonies

inside Palestine but also—more crucially—because acts of armed aggression

were an effective deterrent against possible resistance by local Palestinians.

Assigned to Palestine in 1936, Wingate also succeeded in attaching Haganah

troops to the British forces during the Arab Revolt (1936–39), enabling the Jews

to practice the attack tactics he had taught them in rural areas and to learn even

more effectively what a “punitive mission” to an Arab village ought to entail.

The Haganah also gained valuable military experience in World War II, when

quite a few of its members volunteered for the British war effort. Others who remained behind in Palestine, meanwhile, continued to monitor and infiltrate the

1,200 or so Palestinian villages that had dotted the countryside for hundreds of

years.



THE VILLAGE FILES

Attacking Arab villages and carrying out punitive raids gave Zionists experience, but it was not enough; systematic planning was called for. In 1940, a

young bespectacled Hebrew University historian named Ben-Zion Luria, then

employed by the educational department of the Jewish Agency, the Zionist governing body in Palestine, made an important suggestion. He pointed out how

useful it would be to have a detailed registry of all Arab villages and proposed

that the Jewish National Fund (JNF) conduct such an inventory. “This would

greatly help the redemption of the land,” he wrote to the JNF.10 He could not

have chosen a better address: the way his initiative involved the JNF in the

prospective ethnic cleansing was to generate added impetus and zeal to the

expulsion plans that followed.

Founded in 1901 at the fifth Zionist Congress, the JNF was the Zionists’

principal tool for the colonization of Palestine. This was the agency the Zionist movement used to buy Palestinian land on which it then settled Jewish

immigrants and that spearheaded the Zionization of Palestine throughout the

Mandatory years. From the outset, it was designed to become the “custodian”

on behalf of the Jewish people of the land acquired by the Zionists in Palestine.

The JNF maintained this role after Israel’s creation, with other missions being

added to this primordial task over time.11

Despite the JNF’s best efforts, its success in land acquisition fell far short

of its goals. Available financial resources were limited, Palestinian resistance

was fierce, and British policies had become restrictive. The result was that
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by the end of the Mandate in 1948 the Zionist movement had been able to

purchase no more than 5.8 percent of the land in Palestine.12 This is why Yossef

Weitz, the head of the JNF settlement department and the quintessential Zionist

colonialist, waxed lyrical when he heard about Luria’s village files, immediately

suggesting that they be turned into a “national project.”13

All involved became fervent supporters of the idea. Yitzhak Ben-Zvi, a historian and prominent member of the Zionist leadership (later to become Israel’s

second president), wrote to Moshe Shertock (Sharett), the head of the political

department of the Jewish Agency (and later Israel’s prime minister), that apart

from topographically recording the layout of the villages, the project should

also include exposing the “Hebraic origins” of each village. Furthermore, it

was important for the Haganah to know which of the villages were relatively

new, as some of them had been built “only” during the Egyptian occupation of

Palestine in the 1830s.14

But the main endeavor was mapping the villages, and to that end a Hebrew University topographer working in the Mandatory government’s cartography department was recruited to the enterprise. He suggested preparing focal

aerial maps and proudly showed Ben-Gurion two such maps for the villages of

Sindyana and Sabarin. (These maps, now in the Israeli State Archives, are all

that remains of these villages after 1948.) The best professional photographers

in the country were also invited to join the initiative. Yitzhak Shefer, from Tel

Aviv, and Margot Sadeh, the wife of Yitzhak Sadeh, the chief of the Palmah (the

commando units of the Haganah), were recruited as well. The film laboratory

operated in Margot’s house with an irrigation company serving as a front: the

lab had to be hidden from the British authorities who could have regarded it

as an illegal intelligence effort directed against them. Though the British were

aware of the project, they never succeeded in locating the secret hideout. In

1947, this whole cartographic department was moved to the Haganah headquarters in Tel Aviv.15

The end result of the combined topographic and Orientalist efforts was a

large body of detailed files gradually built up for each of Palestine’s villages.

By the late 1940s, the “archive” was almost complete. Precise details were

recorded about the topographic location of each village, its access roads, quality

of land, water springs, main sources of income, its sociopolitical composition,

religious affiliations, names of its mukhtars, its relationship with other villages,

the age of individual men (16–50), and much more. An important category was

an index of “hostility” (toward the Zionist project, that is) as determined by

the level of the village’s participation in the 1936–39 Arab Revolt. The material

included lists of everyone involved in the revolt and the families of those who

had lost someone in the fight against the British. Particular attention was given

to people alleged to have killed Jews.

That this was no mere academic exercise in geography was immediately

obvious to the regular members of the Haganah who were entrusted with

collecting the data on “reconnaissance” missions into the villages. One of those

who joined a data collection operation in 1940 was Moshe Pasternak, who
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recalled many years later:

We had to study the basic structure of the Arab village. This

means the structure and how best to attack it. In the military

schools, I had been taught how to attack a modern European

city, not a primitive village in the Near East. We could not compare it [an Arab village] to a Polish, or an Austrian one. The

Arab village, unlike the European ones, was built topographically on hills. That meant we had to find out how best to approach the village from above or enter it from below. We had

to train our “Arabists” [the Orientalists who operated a network of collaborators] how best to work with informants.16

Indeed, the difficulties of “working with informants” and creating a collaborationist system with the “primitive” people “who like to drink coffee and eat

rice with their hands” were noted in many of the village files. Nonetheless, by

1943, Pasternak remembered, there was a growing sense that finally a proper

network of informants was in place. That same year, the village files were rearranged to become even more systematic. This was mainly the work of one

man, Ezra Danin,17 who was to play a leading role in the ethnic cleansing of

Palestine.

In many ways, it was the recruitment of Ezra Danin, who had been taken

out of his successful citrus grove business for the purpose, that injected the

intelligence work and the organization of the village files with a new level

of efficiency. Files in the post-1943 era included for each village detailed descriptions of the husbandry, cultivation, the number of trees in plantations, the

quality of each fruit grove (even of individual trees!), the average land holding

per family, the number of cars, the names of shop owners, members of workshops, and the names of the artisans and their skills.18 Later, meticulous details

were added about each clan and its political affiliation, the social stratification

between notables and common peasants, and the names of the civil servants in

the Mandatory government. The antlike labor of the data collection created its

own momentum, and around 1945 additional details began to appear such as

descriptions of village mosques, the names of their imams (together with such

characterizations as “he is an ordinary man”), and even precise accounts of the

interiors of the homes of dignitaries. Not surprisingly, as the end of the Mandate

approached, the information became more explicitly military orientated: the

number of guards in each village (most had none) and the quantity and quality

of arms at the villagers’ disposal (generally antiquated or even nonexistent).19

Danin recruited a German Jew named Yaacov Shimoni, later to become

one of Israel’s leading Orientalists, and put him in charge of “special projects”

in the villages, in particular supervising the work of the informants.20 (One

of these informants, nicknamed the “treasurer” (ha-gizbar) by Danin and

Shimoni, proved a fountain of information for the data collectors and supervised

the collaborators’ network on their behalf until 1945, when he was exposed

and killed by Palestinian militants.21 ) Other colleagues working with Danin and
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Shimoni were Yehoshua Palmon and Tuvia Lishanski, who also took an active

part in preparing for the ethnic cleansing of Palestine. Lishanski had already

been busy in the 1940s orchestrating campaigns to forcibly evict tenants living

on lands purchased by the JNF from present or absentee landlords.

Not far from the village of Furiedis and the “veteran” Jewish settlement,

Zikhron Yaacov, where today a road connects the coastal highway with Marj

Ibn Amr (Emeq Izrael) through Wadi Milk, lies a youth village called Shefeya. It

was here that in 1944 special units employed by the village files project received

their training, and it was from here that they went out on their reconnaissance

missions. Shefeya looked very much like a spy village in the cold war: Jews

walking around speaking Arabic and trying to emulate what they believed were

the customs and behavior of rural Palestinians.22 Many years later, in 2002, one

of the first recruits to this special training base recalled his first reconnaissance

mission to the nearby village of Umm al-Zaynat in 1944. The aim had been to

survey the village and bring back details of where the mukhtar lived, where

the mosque was located, where the rich villagers lived, who had been active

in the 1936–39 revolt, and so on. These were not dangerous missions, as the

infiltrators knew they could exploit the traditional Arab hospitality code and

were even guests at the home of the mukhtar himself. As they failed to collect

in one day all the data they were seeking, they asked to be invited back. For

their second visit they had been instructed to make sure to get a good idea of

the fertility of the land, whose quality seemed to have highly impressed them:

in 1948, Umm al-Zaynat was destroyed and all its inhabitants expelled without

any provocation on their part whatsoever.23

The final update of the village files took place in 1947. It focused on creating

lists of “wanted” persons in each village. In 1948, Jewish troops used these

lists for the search-and-arrest operations they carried out as soon as they had

occupied a village. That is, the men in the village would be lined up and those

whose names appeared on the lists would be identified, often by the same

person who had informed on them in the first place, but now wearing a cloth

sack over his head with two holes cut out for his eyes so as not to be recognized.

The men who were picked out were often shot on the spot.

Among the criteria for inclusion in these lists, besides having participated in

actions against the British and the Zionists, were involvement in the Palestinian

national movement (which could apply to entire villages) and having close ties

to the leader of the movement, the Mufti Haj Amin al-Husayni, or being affiliated

with his political party.24 Given the Mufti’s dominance of Palestinian politics

since the establishment of the Mandate in 1923, and the prominent positions

held by members of his party in the Arab Higher Committee that became the

embryo government of the Palestinians, this offense too was very common.

Other reasons for being included in the list were such allegations as “known

to have traveled to Lebanon” or “arrested by the British authorities for being a

member of a national committee in the village.”25 An examination of the 1947

files shows that villages with about 1,500 inhabitants usually had 20–30 such

suspects (for instance, around the southern Carmel mountains, south of Haifa,
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Umm al-Zaynat had 30 such suspects and the nearby village of Damun had

25).26

Yigael Yadin recalled that it was this minute and detailed knowledge of

each and every Palestinian village that enabled the Zionist military command

in November 1947 to conclude with confidence “that the Palestine Arabs had

nobody to organize them properly.” The only serious problem was the British:

“If not for the British, we could have quelled the Arab riot [the opposition to

the UN Partition Resolution in 1947] in one month.”27



GEARING UP FOR WAR

As World War II drew to a close, the Zionist movement had obtained a

much clearer general sense of how best to go about getting its state off the

ground. By that time, it was clear that the Palestinians did not constitute a real

obstacle to Zionist plans. True, they still formed the overwhelming majority

in the land, and as such they were a demographic problem, but they were no

longer feared as a military threat. A crucial factor was that the British had already

completely destroyed the Palestinian leadership and defense capabilities in

1939 when they suppressed the 1936–39 Arab Revolt, allowing the Zionist

leadership ample time to set out their next moves. The Zionist leadership was

also aware of the hesitant position that the Arab states as a whole were taking

on the Palestine question. Thus, once the danger of Nazi invasion into Palestine

had been removed, the Zionist leaders were keenly aware that the sole obstacle

that stood in the way of their seizing the country was the British presence.

As long as Britain had been holding the fort against Nazi Germany, it was

impossible, of course, to pressure them. But with the end of the war, and especially with the postwar Labor government looking for a democratic solution

in Palestine (which would have spelled doom for the Zionist project given the

75-percent Arab majority), it was clear that Britain had to go. Some 100,000

British troops remained in Palestine after the war and, in a country with a population under two million, this definitely served as a deterrent, even after Britain

cut back its forces somewhat following the Jewish terrorist attack on it headquarters in the King David Hotel. It was these considerations that prompted

Ben-Gurion to conclude that it was better to settle for less than the 100 percent demanded under the 1942 Biltmore program and that a slightly smaller

state would be enough to allow the Zionist movement to fulfill its dreams and

ambitions.28

This was the issue that was debated by the movement in the final days of

August 1946, when Ben-Gurion assembled the leadership of the Zionist movement at the Royal Monsue hotel in Paris. Holding back the more extremist

members, Ben-Gurion told the gathering that 80 to 90 percent of Mandatory

Palestine was plenty for creating a viable state, provided they were able to

ensure Jewish predominance. “We will demand a large chunk of Palestine”

he told those present. A few months later the Jewish Agency translated

Ben-Gurion’s “large chunk of Palestine” into a map which it distributed to
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